### Silver
- **$1,001**
- Invitations to exclusive HAF events and programs (in-person or virtual)

### Gold
- **$2,501**
- Silver Circle benefits
- Access to HAF partner events (in-person or virtual)

### Platinum
- **$5,001**
- Gold Circle benefits
- A printed copy of select HAF’s publications and toolkits (upon request)

### Diamond
- **$10,001**
- Platinum Circle benefits
- 2 complimentary tickets to an HAF regional gala

### Heritage
- **$25,001**
- Diamond Circle benefits
- 1 complimentary table at an HAF regional gala (upon request)

### Visionary
- **$50,001**
- Heritage Circle benefits
- One-on-one strategic call with HAF Executive Director or Board Member (upon request)

### Eternity
- **$100,001**
- Visionary Circle benefits
- Special recognition at an HAF regional gala (with your permission)

### Transformative Gifts PROGRAM
- **Contact us for custom packages or select naming opportunities with HAF**

### Legacy
- **ESTATE PLANNING**
- FOR SUPPORTERS NAMING HAF IN ESTATE PLAN
- **Contact us for building a legacy with HAF**

---

Please note, the dollar amounts shown indicate a *minimum ANNUAL contribution.*